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ABSTRACT—  
The age in which Arun Joshi lived 
and worked for the statement of 
masterful virtuoso was set apart 
by fast changes in monetary, 
social, social, instructive and 
political set up of the nation. Arun 
Joshi started his abstract 
profession in the fifties, soon after 
the freedom of India. His life 
covers the two essential ages after 
autonomy – the period of  

 Jawaharlal Nehru and the time of 
Indira Gandhi. The period from 
1950 to 1984 was overwhelmed to 
a great extent by Jawaharlal 
Nehru and Indira Gandhi since 
Arun Joshi was the result of his 
age, he has effectively fused all 
the, political, social, social, 
instructive and monetary 
occasions occurring in the nation 
from 1950 to 1990. Every one of 
his books from 'The Foreigner' to  

'The City and the River' speak to a time of about forty years. All the vital authentic, political, monetary and 
social occasions of this period have been taken up by the creator and utilized as crude materials for his 
books. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The period from 1950 to 1864 was Nehruvian time known for its scientism, majority rule 
communism, industrialism and automation. After autonomy, Nehru was aware of India's job on the planet 
nations under one flag and turned into the pioneer of the Non– Aligned Countries amid the chilly war 
between the two books of the world. He was the man who propounded the chief of Panchsheel for keeping 
up world harmony and underscored the need of having great relations with neighboring like China, Pakistan 
and Sri Lanka.  

Nehru drew his motivation from Marxism and Democratic Socialism, and represented anti– 
colonialism, hostile to – politically-sanctioned racial segregation, patriotism and communism. Despite the 
fact that radical in his conclusions were attempted by a smooth string to the directly affected by Gandhiji. To 
the extent the general range of belief systems for the recovery of Indian culture which was severely 
disengaged after the parcel. Toward one side were the Gandhian who had confidence in a decentralization, 
moderately self – adequate 'town networks without a fake expansion of needs insignificant asset to current 
innovation. The Socialists both inside and outside the Congress contended that the expulsion of imbalances 
was a vital as development and represented the land changes, more noteworthy open proprietorship and 
strict direction of the private segments a methods for accomplishing more noteworthy correspondence.  
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After autonomy, the Congress Party under the administration of Jawaharlal Nehru endeavored a 
bargain between previously mentioned perspectives – a trade off which inclined towards communism in 
pronounced goal yet managed the protection sufficient chances to oppose usage of Socialist approaches.  

The parcel of India antagonistically influenced the economy of India, especially in the matter of 
sustenance grains and farming items. 68% of inundated territories of wheat and rice as of unified India went 
to Pakistan. The separated India encountered a phenomenal circumstance won as to live stock since the 
better drain yielding dairy cattle was in Sind and West Punjab. The cotton material industry in India 
additionally constrained an exceptionally miserable circumstance as the vast majority of the material 
factories were arranged in India and the crude material was created in Pakistan.  

To the extent the general business was concerned, India's assets to a great extent healthy. All the 
assets like coal, press metal, manganese and mica and all the substantial concoction plants, all paper plants, 
glass processing plants, concrete, paint and matches industrial facilities were situated in India. The deficiency 
of nourishment stuff was enormous issue before the administration of free India, the broad imports of 
sustenance stuff made a major issue of parity of installments in the exchange.  

The issues which India looked after freedom were not completely new. They had developed amid 
the British principle. Jawaharlal Nehru wrote in 1946:  

"Almost the entirety of our issues today have developed amid British principle and as an immediate 
aftereffect of British strategy, the costs, the minority issues, different personal stakes, outside, and Indian, 
the absence of industry and the disregard of horticulture, the extraordinary backwardness in the social 
administrations or more all, the unfortunate neediness of the general population." 1  

For the quick monetary recovery of India and up degree of national barrier, and the disposal of 
destitution and joblessness, the requirement for fast industrialization with an uncommon accentuation on 
the advancement of essential and substantial businesses was felt without disregarding farming which was 
the pillar of the general population.  

After autonomy, India confronted three noteworthy issues – recovery of displaced people, benefit 
nourishment deficiency and inflationary weight on economy. The First Five Year Plan (1951– 56) agreed the 
most noteworthy need to agribusiness including water system and power ventures. Amid this period, the 
Bhakra– Nagal Dam Project of Damodar Valley and Hirakund Valley were begun. A unique accentuation was 
laid on the improvement of essential businesses, not disregarding the little scale ventures and the cabin 
enterprises.  

Amid the Nehruvian time, the Indo– Pak and Indo– China relations wound up unfriendly. Amid this 
period, Kashmir turned into an apple of conflict among India and Pakistan. In 1950 China gave a shock to 
India by persuasive involving Tibet.  

The two India and China had experienced Imperial guideline. Henceforth Jawaharlal Nehru trusted 
that both the nations with normal experience of misuse on account of Colonial forces and regular issues of 
under– improvement and destitution would hold hands to procure a good place on the planet. Both the 
nations buys in to the approach of Non– Alignment and Non– animosity. At the point when Nehru visited 
China in 1954, he perceived China's sway over Tibet as well as marked the Panch Sheel, i.e. five standards of 
conjunction. Be that as it may, Nehru's aspiration of Asian initiative and world notoriety fallen when in 
October, 1962 China propelled an assault and over ran numerous Indian posts in NEFA.  

All the major monetary, political, military and get-togethers occurring amid Nehruvian time have 
been reflected in the initial four books of Arun Joshi in one way or the other. 'The Foreigner' was composed 
by Arun Joshi against the financial foundation winning in India in the fifties amid the first and second Five– 
Years Plans. It was amid this period that Nehru laid uncommon accentuation on the advancement of 
essential ventures and setting up of foundations of building and innovation in broad daylight part all over 
India. The Government of Indian urged understudies to go to abroad for the investigation of designing and 
innovation.  

In 'The Foreigner', Khemka and his child, Balbir anticipated the simple picture of the fifties of India. 
Mr. Khemka who was the Managing Director of his organization produced forced air system in New Delhi 
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and had cooperation with an American organization. He had been to New York. In the wake of returning 
from that point, he chose to send his child, Balbir to America to make a man of him. His preparation in 
designing and innovation would have been of extraordinary help to him however his child kicked the bucket 
in an auto crash in America leaving a wide vacuum for his dad and his sister, Shiela who were in charge of 
running their industrial facility. At the point when Sindi Oberai came to Delhi, he was offered an occupation 
as a right hand director in Khemka's organization. Yet, a salary assess negligible authority who was an 
exchange unionist and liberal was especially against Khemka on the grounds that they believed that Mr. 
khemka was an expense trespasser and a foe of the low class. Following is an exceptionally intriguing 
exchange between Sindi Oberai and his salary charge man:  

"Try not to imagine that the rich individuals are the main legit individuals on the planet," the pay 
charge man said obscurely, "I know some things about them. On the off chance that I were the priest, this 
entire office would be twisted up and gave over to the proletariat."2  

The assessment man additionally stated: "India is moving in the direction of another age, Mr. 
Oberai… … An age in which each man will be equivalent to mother… . It is just individuals like you and Mr. 
Khemka who are holding revolutions."3  

The pay impose man called Mr. Oberai a "common" and the foe of the "low class." The radicals and 
the exchange unionists separated the general public of those days in two sections – the average and the low 
class under the effect of Marxist belief system. The battle between the capital and work started. The 
business people were charged of abusing the work. The salary impose man marked charges against Mr. 
Khemka saying:  

"It is you have cheated those hopeless lowlifes in fierceness who push trucks on your roads and bite 
the dust at twenty five. It is you who have been telling untruths and manufacturing records just with the goal 
that you could on– condition this conspicuousness house and toss immense gatherings for the swarm of 
jackals who take on the appearance of your friends."4  

A few inconveniences are produced in Mr. Khemka's organization. There was no deal for a 
considerable length of time. The cash exchange was nearly interfered with. The lenders started to line up for 
their installments. Khemka's worker has stressed when they heard that Mr. Khemka was put apprehended 
and there was no way for his absolution and his organization would be taken up by some financier at some 
point or another.  

Billy Biswas in Joshi's second novel 'The Strange instance of Billy Biswas' was additionally sent to the 
United States to ponder designing however he before long have surrendered building for his decision of 
Anthropology and was at that point part of the way through Ph.D. The epic is set against the foundation of 
social and ecducational trades occurring in India and the U.S.A. Billy Biswas had a place with a high modern 
family. The writer expounds on his family:  

"Billy's family had initially originated from Bengal. His granddad had one time been the Prime 
Minister of a well known august state in Orissa. His dad subsequent to finishing his law learns at Inner 
Temple, had for the most part specialized in legal matters at Allahabad and Delhi. When we were in America, 
he was a judge of India's Supreme Court."5  
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